Here are some Vaastu tips for house:

1. The best direction for master bedroom construction is southwest, while for other rooms; central, southern and central west directions are appropriate.
2. If you wish to construct a bedroom in the northwest direction, then prefer using it as a guest room or as a room for daughters.
3. Southeast direction is not right for bedroom purpose.
4. For children's room, the perfect direction is west or north. Place their study tables in the northern or eastern corner of the room and make sure that while your kids are studying, they should be facing east direction.
5. Avoid sleeping with your head facing north side of your room.
6. Green color is recommended to be used for wall painting in the study room, as it enhances intelligence.
7. For prayer room, yellow or sandal wall color is just perfect.
8. For placing TV or computer in the living room, southeast corner is just right.

VASTU FOR CHILDREN ROOM
Here are some Vaastu tips for children's room:

1. The apt direction for constructing children's room is west. North or East directions can also be used for constructing kid’s room.
2. Vastu for children room suggests that a married couple should not use East direction bedroom. There is no problem if an unmarried child uses that room.
3. Bed can be placed in the southwest corner.
4. As a part of Vaasthu guidelines for children room, it is recommended to avoid placing the mirror just on the opposite side of the bed.
5. Don't place the furniture sticking to the wall, as it obstructs the flow of positive energy.
6. The study desk should be placed in such a manner that the child faces eastern, northern or northeastern corner while studying. East is the most appropriate direction, as it paves way for enhanced concentration.
7. Avoid placing the electronic gadgets like TV and Computer in the kids' bedroom. But still if you wish to install one, then for computer, the right place is Southeast corner and for TV, Northwest corner would be fine

VASTU FOR BATHROOM
Here are some Vaastu tips for bathroom:

1. For bathroom construction, the most appropriate location lies in the eastern portion of the house.
2. There must be a provision for proper lighting and cross ventilation.
3. As a part of Vaasthu remedies for bathroom, it is suggested that the geyser should be placed in the Southeast corner.
4. Drainage system should be in the northeast direction. Therefore, it is advised that the taps and showers should be fixed on the northern side.
5. As per Vastu for bathroom, the door should not be in the southwest direction of the bathroom.
6. For keeping the washing machine, the suitable directions are southeast and northwest.
7. Bathtub can be placed on the west side.
Vastu for bedroom takes into consideration different determinants to ensure harmony in the house. A couple of things that become important to be considered, while constructing and designing bedrooms are: proper location, proper placement of bed, color scheme of the room, the direction and placement of doors, windows, furniture, electronic gadgets etc.

**Here are some Vaastu tips for bedroom:**

1. For ensuring peace in the house, the main bedroom should be constructed in the South direction.
2. While sleeping, make sure that everyone sleeps with his or her head pointing towards the South corner. North direction should be completely avoided, as it acts as a source of nightmares and disturbed sleep.
3. Avoid placing the divine idols in the bedroom.
4. As a part of Vaasthu guidelines for bedroom, if you want to have a bookshelf in your bedroom, then west or southwest corner is apt for this purpose.
5. For constructing the master bedroom, southwest direction is just perfect. Other bedrooms can be constructed on the eastern or northern side of the master bedroom.
6. Square and rectangle shape bedrooms are just perfect for ensuring peace and prosperity.

**VASTU FOR DINING ROOM**

Vastu for dining room makes sure that the food you are eating will have positive effects on you and your family. There are plenty of things that are required to be considered, while giving the right Vaasthu remedies for dining room like the proper location of dining room, proper placement of dining table, position of electronic gadgets, the direction you are facing while eating food etc.

**Here are some Vaastu tips for dining room:**

1. The ideal location for the construction of dining room is the West portion of the house.
2. Construction should be done in such a manner that the dining room and kitchen both are on the same floor, lying adjacent to each other.
3. Square or rectangle shape dining table is just perfect for the room.
4. Dining table should not be sticking to the wall.
5. The most suitable wall colors for the room are the shades of pink and orange.
6. If you want to place a fridge in the dining room, then southeast direction would be just apt.
7. If you want to make provision for the fitting of washbasin in your dining room, then the right place would be either eastern or northern corner.

**VASTU FOR DRAWING ROOM**

**Here are some Vaastu tips for drawing room:**

1. The north direction is ideal for the construction of drawing room.
2. As per Vastu for drawing room, it is advisable to keep square or rectangle shape furniture.
3. Southern and western corners of the room are perfect for placing the furniture.
4. As per the Vaasthu advice for drawing rooms, there should more of open space in the northern and eastern corners.
5. The perfect place for placing sofa lies in northwest.
6. TV can be kept in the southeast direction and showcase cum almirah in the southwest corner.
7. Seating arrangement for the guests should be done in such a manner that the guests face southern or western direction.
8. Center table can be in the shape of square, rectangle or even round.
9. Avoid placing L shape sofa in your drawing room

VASTU FOR KITCHEN
The kitchen should be in the south-east portion of the house. The door of the kitchen should be in the north, east or north-east direction opening clockwise. The lady should face east while cooking, for it brings good health to family members. If the lady faces west while cooking it may lead to health problems to ladies; while cooking with the face towards south may lead to financial problems in the family.

Cooking Gas/Range should be in the south-east part of the kitchen. Sink in the kitchen should be installed in the north east. Big windows and ventilators should be in the east direction, while smaller windows should be in south. Exhaust fan should be installed on the eastern wall in the south-east corner. A dishwasher can be placed in the north west of the kitchen. If any storage cabinets are made in the north east, use these cabinets for light weight storage only. Soft pink and orange color can be used in the kitchen. Drinking water should be placed in the north-east; water filter will be installed in the north east, if required. Refrigerator should be in the south-west corner. No toilets and bathrooms should be adjoining, and above or below the kitchen. If the kitchen is adjoining a bedroom, the wall between them should be thicker than other walls. Food should never be served in the center of the kitchen, i.e. no dining table should be placed in the center of the kitchen. Dining table should be placed in the north-west corner of the room. If a dining table is placed in the kitchen one should only face east north while consumption of food as it is good for digestion.

VASTU FOR PUJA ROOM
The puja room the building should be in the east, north or north-east corner. The puja room should never be in the bedroom. The idols should be kept in the north-east portion of the puja room. The faces of god should not be covered with anything including garlands and flowers. If a lamp is placed in the puja room, it should always be in front of the god. All the material related to puja room should be kept in the southeast of the room. Any item, showpiece, idols of god etc. removed from puja room for any reason should not be kept elsewhere in the house, and should be properly viserjit in a river. Puja room should always be on the ground floor and never in the basement.

One should never use pooja room for any other purpose like store. All the almirahs and cabinets in the room should never be more in height in comparison to the placement of idols. Ensure that the toilet is not adjoining the pooja room, and not even above or below the prayer room. Never place any photographs to dead people in the pooja room.

Avoid keeping the heavy figures/idols of Lord Ganesha in the pooja room, however light weight figures and pictures can be placed instead. The roof of the prayer room should be lower in comparison to the other rooms on the same floor. One can use false ceiling for the same, if major renovation not possible. White or light yellow marble work in the room is auspicious. The color of the walls can be white, light yellow or light blue. The lamp-stand or up lighter can be in the south-east corner of the prayer room. The doors of the prayer room should not close or open automatically. A spring or door-closer should not be fixed on this door. Idols should not be kept facing each other. Broken idols and torn pictures should not be kept in the prayer room. An aimirah or show-case can be placed in the southern or western wall, but it should be lower than idols. Keep the pooja room absolutely clean. If you are forced to have your prayer in the kitchen, have your deity in the North-east of the kitchen, facing west. Never have the prayer area in the bedroom. If it is a very big plot the prayer room can be constructed in the center of the plot or center of the building. No bell should be hung in the puja room. And if a mandir is built of wood steel etc. the top of the same should never be pointed/sharp. It is beneficial to build a
threshold at the entrance of the puja room. Only white and soft blue color should be used to paint the walls in the puja room

**IMPORTANT TIPS**

1. Cactus should not be planted or kept in the house.
2. The statue of Hanumanji should not be placed in South-East. It may create fire hazard.
3. All the doors should open inside so that the energy may remain inside.
4. The hinges of doors should be noiseless. If so. The hinges may be greased periodically.
5. The doors should open towards right hand.
6. Bed should not be put under a beam.
7. There should not be five corners in the ceiling of a room.
8. Efforts should be made a leave the rooms open on North-East side.
9. While ascending the staircase, the face should be either towards the north or the east.
10. The seat of the toilet should face North-South.
11. No doors or windows should be provided on South-West side.
12. Almirahs and beds should be set very close to the South - West wall and at a distance from the north - east wall.
13. While drinking water keep your face towards North-East.
14. When sitting for worship, keep your face towards North-West and sit in that corner to intake air from that direction.
15. While Taking meals the plate should be in South-East.
16.*
17. In the South-West Corner of the house one should sleep pointing his head towards south.

**VASTU FAQ**

**Where should the master bed room be?**
The master bedroom should be located in the south west part of the house.

**Where should the kitchen be?**
The kitchen should be located in the south east part of the house.

**Where should the puja room be?**
The puja room should be in the north east corner of the house.

**Where should the guest room be?**
The guest room should be in the north west of the house.

**Q. What is the recomended hieght of the building?**
A. The hieght of the building should be equal or close to equal to the width of the building i.e. from left to right not front to back.

**Q. Is there any recomendation about the size and place ment of mirror according to Vastu?**
A. The best shape for the mirrors is square or rectangular; avoid oval and round shaped mirrors. Mirrors should be installed only on east and north walls of the house. So, due care of this should be taken while designing the dressing room and bath room.

**Q. In which direction of my house or office can I purchase additional land as an extension?**
A. The best direction in which you should extend your home or office is east, north, and north east. Avoid buying land to the south, west, southwest, northwest, or southwest of your property.

**Q. What does Vastu recommends about the cutting/ removal of trees from the plot?**
A. Peepal, Jack, Nees, and Taramid trees, if present, should be removed at least 6 months prior to
starting the construction of the building. Trees should be cut in a season when they neither have flowers nor yield fruits. If trees are to be cut after the completion of the building, the owners must wait 3 atleast months after commencement of living there.

**Q. Does Vastu allow building a house at the same ground level as that of the road in front of the house?**
A. Taking the life of a building of about fifty years, there is always a possibility of the height of the road level slowly raising over a period of time. It is therefore all more necessary that the structure is built at the higher level to avoid flow of rain water in the building. It is recommended to build the building atleast two to three feet above the level of the road.

**Q. What is the recommendation of placement of the main door according to Vastu?**
A. The following table explains the placement of main door to the building: FavorableNorth of North EastEast of North East South of South East West of North West UnfavourableEast of South EastWest of South West South of South West North of North West

**Q. What are the effects of irregular shape of the plots?**
A. The effects of irregularly shaped plots depends on many other factors; however the general effects can be explained as under:
Southwest is cut - may lead to loss of wealth, bad health of women.
Northwest is cut - may lead to loss of money and food.
Northeast is cut - inmates fall from virtues.
Southwest is cut - death of male children, female health related problems.

**Q. Is there any relation between the proportionate length and breath of the plot?**
A. The best plot for construction of a house or any type of building is square plot, ie. with equal length and breath. However, such a plot is very hard to find; personal experience. So, a rectangular shape is the next best choice. The length of the plot should always be greater than the width of the plot by a quarter. It is to be noted that the maximum length of the building/plot should be no more than twice the width. An example table for the same is as under:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Width</th>
<th>Length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>22.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>31.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>37.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>62.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Problems and remedies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What If?</th>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen is at the North -East direction.</td>
<td>It would curtail peace and mutual love in the family.</td>
<td>The kitchen can be built in North - West direction. But while cooking, the face should remain towards the east only.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kitchen is at the South-West direction.</td>
<td>It would be harmful for the landlord.</td>
<td>South-East direction is best for the kitchen. Water tap in the kitchen should be in the North-East direction. It is better if the stone, on which food is cooked, is red. North -East direction is best for Tube well or well. This place should be open and at the lowest level of the house.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tube well is not at the suitable direction.</td>
<td>Shortage of female members, sexual and stomach troubles among male members.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Toilet is built at the eastern corner at the 'Shan' angle. This may be the cause of diseases. It may be the cause of diseases.

Bedroom is built in the North - West direction. The room in this direction is suitable for guests and girls. The room in this direction is suitable for guests and girls.

Bedroom is at the South - East direction. The children do not take interest in studies. There is no sound sleep. People have much anger. Decisions are generally taken hurriedly. Decisions are generally taken hurriedly.

Worship place is not at right direction. Loss of concentration. Unpeaceful mind

This should be constructed mainly towards South or West. The face should be towards north or West while discharging stool.

The room in this direction is suitable for guests and girls.